


 
 

Forward 
Note: In 2003, BHRA staff was "seconded" into other duties. Accordingly, a "place holder 
group" called "BCSC" was installed. They weren't too effective. By the time BHRA's staff 
returned from other service, we learned the streetcar project had been completely 
disbanded, and that all equipment and materials had been sold off. In 2010, a major effort 
was made by BHRA, Brooklyn Community Board 6, and the Cobble Hill Assn., to revive the 
streetcar project. This effort wasn't well received by the City DOT, which previously in 2000, 
had quietly committed itself to CNG fueled buses, and no electrically powered transit 
vehicles whatsoever. At that time, largely due to the prodigious lobbying efforts of then 
CNG bus fuel mogul T. Boone Pickens, City DOT felt that electric transit vehicles would be 
"disruptive" to certain CNG bus fuel vehicle funding mechanisms... 

 
A separate file of high- resolution maps, newspaper clippings, and other graphics, 
contained in this document may be downloaded from here: 
https://spaces.hightail.com/receive/HHxDxOAOLY  
 
As an historical aside, it is believed that much of the original stone structural work of the 
19th century "Penny Bridge Intermodal Complex" still exists, concealed by the present day 
surface of western Montague Street, and the BQE. Potentially, a very interesting 
archaeological project. Please refer to: 
  
https://www.scribd.com/document/372893978/Montague-Street-Cable-Car-Brooklyn-
Heights-Wall-Street-Ferry  

 
Email (Bob Diamond): rdiamond@brooklynrail.net 

Website: www.brooklynrail.net 

Project Streaming Videos: 
www.brooklynrail.net/streaming_video.html 

 

The BHRA is a non - profit organization, exempt from taxes under section 501-c-3 of the Internal Revenue Code 
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ANYTHING BUT KID STUFF 

Teens take trip ba�k _ 
to city's trolley times 
By CHRISTOPHER POUCANO 
Special to T� News 

They are far too young to remember 
when trolleys ran through New York. 

But as winter approaches. three 
Brooklyn teenagers can't help but re
member what they consider the best 
summer jobs of their lives - jobs that 
gave them a railway butrs quixotic 
desire to revive the good old days of 
urban transportation. 

The three - Armando Cruz, 17. Da
shawn Gilfillian, 15. and Luiz Mar
quez, 17 - spent much of the summer 
in a dusty, 1869-issue cargo ware
house off the Beard SL pier in Red 
Hook. helping Brooklyn Historical 
Railway Association President Robert 
Diamond restore three deteriorating 
trolley cars. 

One of the cars is the last Pullman 
trolley car manufactured in America. 

Since 1984. Diamond has been lead
ing a small. grassroots movement to 
bring trolleys back to Brooklyn. Earli
er this year he purchased the thret: 
cars from the Massachusetts Bay 
Transpornition Authority for the bar
gain price of $9, though it cost an ad
ditional $5,000 lo move them to Brook
lyn on a special flatbed truck. 

His group is preparing an environ
mental impact statement for the city, 
with the hope of obtaining a trolley 
franchise for the borough. 

The youths began working with Dia
mond through a nonprofit organiza
tion called Red Hook Arts. which is 
sponsoring The Trolley Project 

Gillillian and Cruz arrived at the 
pier the. hard way: At the end of July. 
they were fired as park sweepers in 
the city's Summer Youth Employment 
Program. 

"I know it's not good to get fired, but 
I've got to say, 'Thanks a lot: to the 
boss who let us go," said Cruz. whose 
childhood fascination with subways 
has led him Lo Transit Tech High 
School, where he is a sophomore. 

"Un_like sweeping, this Job has been 

educational," he said. "I didn't know 
there were once trolleys in Red Hook. • � 
I've seen tracks here and there, but I 
never really paid attention to what 
they were for_·• 

The teens diligently scraped rust 
and old paint off the cars with wire 
brushes, removed decaying seats and 
windows, and finally primed and 
painted them. 

''I'm surprised we got this done," 
marveled Gilfillian. a High School of 
Art and Design student, as he showed 
a visitor the lirst completed car. "Al 
first I thought, ·How are we going to 
get this thing fixed•· The whole thing 
was rott.ing and in broken condition." 

"We did it together. as a team," said 
a proud Marquez. who credited the 
project with motivating him to reen
roll in John Jay High School. He had 
dropped out in the spring of 1992. 

"These kids have an appreciation 
for the history of the city,'' said Dia
mond. "They want to learn about the 
city's past in order lo get a handle on 
its future ... They often showed up a 
few minutes early and wanted to stay 
late. he said. 

With school back in session, Dia
mond and Red Hook Arts are looking 
for corporateJfoundation sponsorship 
so the young people can keep working 
on the trolley cars. Still to be complet
ed are the cars· electrical and me
chanical systems. 

In the meantime. the cars will Ire 
used by Red Hook Arts to exhibit the 
work of local elementary, junior and 
senior high school artists. 

"The idea has been to create an arts 
and education project around the 
trolleys," said Dorothy Gray, the 
group's executive director. "Teen
agers will be involved with their 
maintenance, and classes will be in
vited to come and learn more about 
their history.·• 

Those interested in participating 
shou Id contact Red Hook Arts at (718)-
852-8058. 
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HOWARD GOLDEN 

PRE!IIDENT 

BOROUGH HALL 

BROOKLYN CIVIC CENTER 

BkOOKLYN, N. Y. 11201 

Mr. Robert Diamond 
599 �ast 7th Street 
Brooklyn, New York 11218 

Dear Mr. Diamond: 

June 12, 1980 

Ms. Mary Taintor, of my staff, has advised me that you 
have done extensive research on a train tunnel under Atlantic 
Avenue which contains a train from 1830 with a wood burning 
engine. 

Given your deep involvement in Brooklyn history, I would 
like to invite you to join my History Advisory Committee. The 
History Advisory Committee is comprised of Brooklynites active 
in local history and local historical societies. By sponsoring 
projects to promote Brooklyn history and by creating a link 
among our many local history societies, the Committee focuses 
community attention on our fascinating heritage. 

I have requested Mr. Donald Simon, Chairperson of the 
History Advisory Committee to write to you inviting you to the 
Committee's next meeting. 

6(3-2051 

We look forward to working with you on promoting Brooklyn 
history. 
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Cincinnati Subway & Rail Rapid
Transit Compilation
By Bob Diamond
Paperback: $150.50
Prints in 3-5 business days
Perhaps the time has come to complete a greater Cincinnati rail
transit system that's been over a century in the making

Add to Cart

Hope And A Hole In The Ground:
The Verrazano Narrows - Cross
Harbor Rail Tunnel
By Bob Diamond
Paperback: $60.50
Prints in 3-5 business days
Isn't it About Time to Connect the People of Staten Island to the Rest of
New York City by Subway Mass Transit - And Provide Modern, Direct
Rail Freight Service to the City of New York? Nearly a... More >
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The Expanded Red Hook
Streetcar Project | A Cure For
Transportation Deserts
By Bob Diamond
Paperback: $60.00
Prints in 3-5 business days
A fresh look at an idea who's time has come. A modern waterfront
streetcar line, interconnecting the transportation deserts of the Brooklyn
and Queens waterfront, with each other, and the NYC mass... More >
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By Bob Diamond
Paperback: $21.96
Prints in 3-5 business days
The BQX Streetcar: Learning From Past Projects As Cited in The
Transportation Research Board's Special Report 221

Add to Cart

Atlantic Avenue Tunnel
Prospectus
By Bob Diamond
Paperback: $20.95
Prints in 3-5 business days
Business prospectus for reopening the Atlantic Avenue Tunnel

Add to Cart

The Downtown Brooklyn
Streetcar Loop Plan ca. 1989
By Bob Diamond
Paperback: $22.70
Prints in 3-5 business days
Could be the time has come for a downtown Brooklyn streetcar
loop, as a component of an overall Brooklyn- Queens waterfront
streetcar system.

Add to Cart

Electric Transportation For The
City of New York In The 21st
Century Volume 2
By Bob Diamond
Paperback: $45.60
Prints in 3-5 business days
New American Urban Electric Transportation And Freight Delivery
Systems For The 21st Century. Original PCC streetcar design and
engineering documents. Building a new standard American streetcar
for... More >

Add to Cart

Electric Transportation For The
City of New York In The 21st
Century Volume 1
By Bob Diamond
Paperback: $47.70
Prints in 3-5 business days
Transportation Paradigms for the City of New York in the 21st
Century, Electric Urban Mass Transportation Technology, Modern
streetcar lines for The Bronx, Brooklyn, Queens, and Manhattan

Add to Cart
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The Reactivation of the
Abandoned LIRR Rockaway
Beach Branch as a One Seat Ride
from JFK Airport to midtown
Manhattan
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Paperback: $18.49
Prints in 3-5 business days
The Reactivation of the Abandoned LIRR Rockaway Beach
Branch, Rockaway, Queens NY, new york city, subway,commuter
rail,mta, nyc subways, affordable housing,
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Electric Transportation For The
City of New York In The 21st
Century Volume 3
By Bob Diamond
Paperback: $32.00
Prints in 3-5 business days
Affordable Housing for New York City. Catalyzed by new urban
rail transit. Transit oriented development for the outer boroughs of
New York City.
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Plan
By Bob Diamond
Paperback: $27.30
Prints in 3-5 business days
The history of the Atlantic Avenue Tunnel. The world's oldest subway
built in 1844 by the Long Island Rail Road. Sealed in 1861, with a circa
1830's steam locomotive left buried behind a wall. Said... More >
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5G Wireless Subway Train
Control, W/ 3rd Rail R.F. Carrier
Current Backup
By Bob Diamond
Paperback: $8.17
Prints in 3-5 business days
A cost effective and expeditious method for improving train
signaling on urban underground railways.
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When a 140-year-old railway tunnel was rediscovered under Atlantic
Avenue in Brooklyn, a local sculptor asked to exhibit art there, movie
producers wanted to use it as a set and a pet adoption agency thought it
would be the ideal place to give away stray cats and dogs.

But Robert Diamond, the 24-year- old Brooklyn engineering student who
unearthed the tunnel four years ago, had other ideas.

In June, he submitted plans to the city to convert the tunnel, which he called
the world's first subway, into a museum of New York's early railway history,
complete with a working trolley car.

''I felt I had to restore it to its rightful place in history, along with the

, Page 001046
The New York Times Archives
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ADVERTISEMENT

Brooklyn Bridge and all the other engineering feats in the city,'' Mr.
Diamond said.

'I Hope It Works'

He formed a nonprofit corporation to raise money for the project and took a
leave of absence from City College. City officials visited the cavernous, brick-
roofed tunnel and emerged supporters.

''I hope it works,'' said Jack Lusk, a special adviser to Mayor Koch. ''It's
historically interesting and it's a good project.''

Lawrence Kieves, commissioner of the Office of Business Development, has
offered advice on raising money and dealing with the many city agencies
involved in approving the project - a process that usually takes a minimum
of four months.

Mr. Kieves, who has no official role in approving the project, said he was
impressed by Mr. Diamond's ''tremendous energy.'' A Part of Brooklyn's
Past

Built by the Long Island Rail Road in 1844, the tunnel was part of a
passenger and freight line between New York and Boston that extended
across much of Long Island.

The line was above ground almost all the way, but ran for half a mile under
Atlantic Avenue from Boerum Place to a terminal on the waterfront because
local property owners thought it would ruin the neighborhood.

Gerry Armer, chairman of the land-use committee for the local community
board, which will eventually review Mr. Diamond's plan, said, ''It's a piece of
Brooklyn's past and it should be revived and made into an active museum.''

Some people could not wait. When word got out that a few curious
neighbors had been offered a tour, 700 people lined up at the manhole
leading to the tunnel. Schoolchildren were taken on class trips, and
neighborhood groups were given slide presentations.
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The Consolidated Edison Company provided free electric power to light the
tunnel and barriers to keep traffic away from the manhole.

Friends and neighbors volunteered to help excavate around the entrance.
Businessmen joined Mr. Diamond's company, the Brooklyn Historic
Railway Association, as trustees and advisers, and the New York Telephone
Company donated $1,000. Spies and Bootleggers

The tunnel had long been a part of local lore, providing the setting for tales
of spies and bootleggers, criminal gangs and giant rats.

The stories were told, retold and embellished for more than 100 years, but
the tunnel remained a mystery until, one late night four years ago, Mr.
Diamond heard the legend on a radio program and decided to pursue it.

''It was almost as if something reached out of the past and grabbed me,'' he
said.

He called the Transit Authority and other city agencies, but officials insisted
there was no tunnel, he said. He was not deterred.

A trip to the library yielded a street map from the 1850's with railroad tracks
and tunnel portals marked on it. Another produced a newspaper article
about the tunnel in The Brooklyn Eagle, dated 1911 and illustrated with
blueprints.

At Borough Hall, he said, skeptical officials reluctantly allowed him to look
for the plans. And there they were, in a box of musty old documents.

Using his engineering training, he picked out the location of the manhole.

His first descent, in 1980, was cut short by city workers who feared it was
unsafe. A year later, he enlisted the help of the Brooklyn Union Gas
Company, which had given him science prizes in high school. 'Galaxy of
Little Stars'

Digging beyond the narrow passage under the manhole, he found an
opening in the wall that had been built to seal off the tunnel.

''Even though I had never seen it I knew it would be really spectacular and
massive,'' Mr. Diamond said. ''Just using the light of a dim flashlight you'd
see a gigantic, bright red- brick arch resting on huge blue stone blocks. The
blocks had mica in them so they were flickering. It was like you had a whole
galaxy of little stars in those walls.''
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The tunnel is 21 feet wide and 17 feet high at the crown. The walls are 6 1/2
feet thick at the base and rise to a height of 9 feet where the arch begins.

It was the first tunnel to be built using the ''cut and cover'' method, which
has been used ever since to build subways, Mr. Diamond said.

A thousand workers used picks, shovels and pack mules to dig a trench,
erect side walls and cover them with a roof before repaving the street. The
World's First Subway?

Although London is credited with building the world's first subway, in 1861,
Mr. Diamond now claims that distinction for Brooklyn, which was an
independent city when the tunnel was built. New York City's subway system
was started in 1904.

The tunnel was built as a concession to local property owners, who
conceived of Atlantic Avenue as a grand shopping boulevard - the
''Broadway of Brooklyn'' - and did not want a noisy train running along it.

The railroad briefly established Brooklyn as an important transportation
hub and a commercial center to rival New York.

But in the 1850's, real-estate developers persuaded the State Legislature to
ban steam trains from Brooklyn, and commerce floundered.

When the tunnel was closed in 1859, the terminal was moved to Hunters
Point in Jamaica, Queens. In Search of $400,000

The city owns the tunnel - it inherited it from the Brooklyn railway
companies that succeeded the Long Island Rail Road when the city took over
the subway system.

Mr. Diamond hopes to raise $400,000 from foundations, corporations and
individuals. He and his mother have invested $12,000 of their own for
engineering studies, architectural plans and paperwork.

The Trolley Museum of New York has promised the use of a trolley car, Mr.
Diamond said.

Now he dreams of the day his museum will open. ''It's taking up all of my
time,'' he said. ''I don't have one day to myself. But I don't mind. It gives me
something to do that I love.''
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FOLLOW-UP ON THE NEWS; TUNNEL
VISION
By RICHARD HAITCH

NOT long after unearthing an old railway tunnel in Brooklyn in 1980,
Robert Diamond dreamed of converting the site, which he called the world's
first subway, into a railway museum. A year ago the 25-year-old Brooklyn
engineering student set out to make his dream come true.

He formed a nonprofit corporation, the Brooklyn Historic Railway
Association, and planned to raise $400,000 for initial expenses of the
museum, which was to salute New York's early railway history.

But the half-mile tunnel, built by the Long Island Rail Road under Atlantic
Avenue in 1844, was owned by the city. Before he could open his museum,
Mr. Diamond needed a city franchise.

He has been trying to get one for the last year, and it has not been simple.

So far, he says, he has obtained approvals from the Fire and Transportation
Departments, the Bureau of Water Supply, the Bureau of Sewers and the
Electrical Control Board of the Department of General Services. He has had
two engineering studies done for the City Planning Commission and is ready
now for the commission's uniform land-use review.

After that his application must be considered by Community Planning
Boards 2 and 6 in Brooklyn. And then the Board of Estimate will have to
give final approval.
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''We're about halfway through this thing,'' Mr. Diamond says. ''It should take
about six to eight months more.'' He credits Jack Lusk, an assistant to
Mayor Koch, with helping to ''cut through a lot of red tape.''

Of the $400,000 he is seeking, Mr. Diamond says he has raised $15,000 so
far - $5,000 from the New York Community Trust and $10,000 from a
stockbroker whom he describes as ''a history buff.''

In addition he has received the first donation of equipment to his
prospective museum - an 1897 trolley car, given, he says, by a retired Staten
island schoolteacher who dreamed in vain of opening a trolley museum.

Mr. Diamond plans a test run of the trolley the end of this month on Main
Street in the Fulton Landing section of Brooklyn. Electric power for the
trolley? No problem, the engineering student says.

''We found we can run it on 40 car batteries connected in series.''
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Train buff’s dreams streetcar
desire will become reality

BY NATALIE MUSUMECI

The Brooklyn Paper

Photo by Elizabeth Graham

New push: Ray Howell of the Gowanus Canal Community Development Corporation has teamed up with trolley-

backing legend Bob Diamond to revive Diamond’s long-envisioned plan to bring streetcars to Brooklyn. 
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A transit buff’s quixotic two-decade-long quest to connect transit-strapped Red Hook to
Downtown by trolley is really going to happen this time, the railway-loving legend claimed this
week. 

Bob Diamond, the frustrated streetcar advocate, who has failed to bring trolleys to the transit
desert more time then we would like to remember, said his longtime dream of a Brooklyn bustling
with trolleys will finally come true because this time he’s partnered with concrete titan John
Quadrozzi Jr. of Gowanus Bay Terminal, and the Gowanus Canal Community Development Corp.

 “I realized now that no man is an island unto himself and that there has to be a number of
organizations to make this happen,” said Diamond, president of the Brooklyn Historic Railway
Association. “Instead of Bob Diamond trying to do it alone, now I’m building a grassroots
consortium of other organizations whose neighborhoods would benefit from the implementation
of the streetcar project.”

The Gowanus Canal Community Development Corp., will now take on the role of political and
public outreach for Diamond, while Quadrozzi has helped the redesign and enlarge his track
route linking Downtown and the peninsula.

Diamond estimates that the implementation of the two-track streetcar project along with the
excavation of the old rail tunnel under Atlantic Avenue he famously discovered in the 1980s
would cost $50 million, and he will be seeking that money through federal grants. 

And Quadrozzi can’t wait to get it done.

“It’s absolutely necessary and desirable,” said Quadrozzi, who has followed Diamond’s efforts
during the past decade. 

The concrete titan said the plan makes a lot of sense considering Brooklyn’s history with trolley’s
around the turn of the 20th century, and with the limited access to Red Hook. 

“This would be the best way to do it,” he said. 

Ray Howell, a member of the Gowanus Canal Community Development Corp., said it jumped on



board after considering the economic benefit Brooklyn’s only trolley would bring to the Hook. 

“Mostly everybody believes that Red Hook needs transportation improvements in order to
develop in a healthy way,” said Howell. 

Diamond has tried to create a trolley service numerous times since 1989, but each time he claims
he was hampered by the city, and by accusations that he is difficult to work with. He successfully
laid tracks in 1999 for a line in Red Hook then, only to see his dreams crumble after the city cut off
funding for a larger network of rails. Then, in 2011, the Department of Transportation said that
bringing back the old streetcars would be too expensive. 

Diamond says the route for the proposed streetcar line would be 1.6 miles starting near Fulton
and Livingston streets by the Borough Hall subway hub. It would trek down Boerum Place and turn
onto Atlantic Avenue. At that point, Diamond wants the line to move underground towards
Columbia Street through the Long Island Rail Road tunnel that runs from Court Street to Hicks
Street.

The trolley would exit the Atlantic Avenue tunnel when it reaches the Battery Tunnel on Columbia
Street. At that point, it would turn down Richards Street, travel along Beard Street passing IKEA,
turn back onto Columbia Street, run along Bay Street, and turn onto Clinton Street until hitting
Hamilton Avenue where it would travel along W. Ninth Street right up until its ending point at the
Smith-Ninth subway hub.

Armed with his new coalition, Diamond things he’ll be ready to seek city support after a new
mayor is elected.

“We have a great chance of making this happen with a new administration,” he said. “I think
Red Hook will finally get the public transportation it deserves.”

Reach reporter Natalie Musumeci at nmusumeci@cnglocal.com or by calling (718) 260-4505.
Follow her at twitter.com/souleddout. 

http://www.nytimes.com/2004/01/10/nyregion/about-new-york-the-trolley-guy-s-last-ride-all-12-feet-of-it.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2004/01/10/nyregion/about-new-york-the-trolley-guy-s-last-ride-all-12-feet-of-it.html
http://www.brooklynpaper.com/stories/34/16/dtg_redhooktrolley_2011_4_22_bk.html
mailto:nmusumeci@cnglocal.com
http://twitter.com/souleddout




























Data Derived From Circa 1914 
BMT Map 

• Stations per route mile: 2.29
• Average distance between stations: 0.44 mi –

a little less than a half mile apart
• Average speed: 14 mph















July 6, 2017 [ Community Input Received at Brooklyn CB 8 Xn Cmte, June 27 2017]

1. Parking loss      Resident parking permits for seniors and disabled

2. Construction disruption (disrupts community for many years at a time). Grants for small
businesses adversely affected by construction.

3. Developers make money – give nothing to improve the community at large. Review
Community Board “Capital Budget Priority Lists” for possible funding of highly ranked
projects by private funding sources, as conditions of the Franchise.

4. Determining exact route

And underling reasons for it 

25% “affordable” – lottery first, then application process. Income verification to 
prevent high income “posers” from getting into units reserved for affordable housing 

Then not more rent then 30 % of household income for rent 

Should the 25% affordable income units be earmarked for existing local residents 

6. Finding areas suitable for population density increase

7. Housing: community involvement “from the get go”

8. Who are the “stakeholders”

9. Developers can be compelled under the light rail franchise to include true affordable
housing and other provisions as part of the overall project scope.

10. Fare structure – FREE for seniors, disabled, “below the poverty line “/ “low income 
working class” customers?

To any holder of a NY State Issued “Benefit Card” (Medicaid, Food Stamps “SNAP”).
This would be accomplished via a “contactless” smart card, scanned without 

25% “affordable” – lottery first, then application process. Income verification to
prevent high income “posers” from getting into units reserved for affordable housing 

Then not more rent then 30 % of household income for rent

Should the 25% affordable income units be earmarked for existing local residents 



MUST ALLMUSTT ALL



Mega Developers should pay for "flood proofing" Red Hook as per the
"AECOM" plan

Mega Developers should pay for ongoing community educational
improvements, such as "technically oriented job training", "mentoring", "after
school" programs, etc.

Mega Developers should guarantee at least 25% affordable housing units in all
new "Mega" housing development projects· Rental Rates Based Upon the Same
"Sliding Rent Calculation Scale" used by NYCHA.

Low • Moderate and fixed income residents, and "mom and pop" businesses,
should be exempted from the "land value capture tax increment'. The "tax
increment' should, with certain exceptions, be entirely directed at new "Mega
Development".

Any long time resident displaced by the project, will be offered (within a
reasonable length of time) a new comparable residence in the new development,
at the same rent he/she was paying previously, under the same terms, and under
the same rent regulations, if any, which were in force at the time of demolition.



Guyana Sea Wall Modeling For Possible Application in Red 
                      Hook, Brooklyn June 27, 2017 
 
 
Over 100 years ago, the Dutch originally built the first part of the 280 mile long 
Guyana seawall. This original section consists of a solid core "matrix" of granite block 
"rip rap", fully covered with gently sloping soil, and completely planted over with very 
deep rooted, salt water friendly grasses. Please see: 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sea_Wall,_Guyana  
 
1. The granite "internal matrix" provides an unmovable mass 
2. The sloped soil surface helps attenuate the impact energy of sea waves - serving as a 
    kind of “shock absorber" 
3. The deeply rooted grass helps prevent the soil and internal "granite anchor stones" 
    from shifting around, or washing out (helps mitigate the normal erosion and 
    accretion process). 
 
This was a really ingenious design - In fact, Red Hook was first 
constructed in a similar way. BUT - like anything else, it has to be 
maintained over time! 
 
On the Other Hand - Rigid, Vertical Seawalls Don't Always Work That 
Well. Please Watch: 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lJoaLh2Nx3Y  
-and- 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wzzT3Qn29QE  
 
What's happening in the case of a rigid, vertical seawall is the sea waves are being 
reflected directly backwards. Eventually, this reflected wave energy, at certain points, 
generates "wave frequency and phase synchronization" - "constructive interference"  
is created. This momentarily doubles the height (amplitude) of the waves, and water 
comes gushing over the seawall. 
 
Long known physics concepts of "kinetic energy attenuation" (The Cosine Rule & 
Principles of Deflection, for example) have been very successfully applied to military 
vehicle armor for over a century. Please read: 
 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sloped_armour  
 
For those tech wonks interested in exactly how and why Red Hook was built in the first 
place, feel free to download our 224 pages of historical research material here:  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sea_Wall,_Guyana
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lJoaLh2Nx3Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wzzT3Qn29QE
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sloped_armour


https://spaces.hightail.com/receive/WHOS86XOM8/fi-51f05dd2-86c5-4df3-8acc-
1c19336f2634/fv-2b002248-0a92-4837-9777-
12e9dfd54fdb/Red%20Hook%20Master%20File.pdf 
 
Cheers, 

P.S.  
 
The mysterious "ground water percolation problem", now being experienced at some 
locations at Red Hook is nothing new. Please see the attached pdf page. The peninsula 
is crisscrossed with ancient underground streams, long abandoned wells, industrial 
"sluiceways", residential "underground cess vaults", "underground cess pools", private 
un- mapped industrial sewers, etc. Keep in mind, City sewers were not installed in The 
Hook until well after the Civil War. It’s entirely possibly Sandy provided the impetus for 
some of these old problems to reappear. Perhaps by damaging some ancient 
subterranean structure? 
 
An experienced Hydrologist could analyze the composition of the percolating water, and 
track down its pathway to its source. 

 

https://spaces.hightail.com/receive/WHOS86XOM8/fi-51f05dd2-86c5-4df3-8acc-1c19336f2634/fv-2b002248-0a92-4837-9777-12e9dfd54fdb/Red%20Hook%20Master%20File.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/receive/WHOS86XOM8/fi-51f05dd2-86c5-4df3-8acc-1c19336f2634/fv-2b002248-0a92-4837-9777-12e9dfd54fdb/Red%20Hook%20Master%20File.pdf
https://spaces.hightail.com/receive/WHOS86XOM8/fi-51f05dd2-86c5-4df3-8acc-1c19336f2634/fv-2b002248-0a92-4837-9777-12e9dfd54fdb/Red%20Hook%20Master%20File.pdf










































Hi there Bob

You have mentioned the public/private model previously but I'm still trying to understand how 
any engineering and construction businesses can survive if everything is run through 
governments. Sure, state owned enterprises are big employers and they have to pay those 
workers every day, whether they are working or not, so the government (also read "city") is 
controlling and monopolising the workforce AND business

in the 21st century? in a western democracy? really? 

That's a good document Bob but the costings for such a short line still astound me.

Hey Bob, hope you are well. I've just got back from my southern sojourn and there's a 
truckload of email to get onto plus 2 uni assignments and some business things so hang in
there, I will get back to you asap.

Cheers

Pete

























          

“What The Subway Means To New York” New York Evening

World October 27, 1904 (click to enlarge)

Stu  Nobody Cares About
A not so random collection of observations about things you should care about

When The New York City Subway Opened On
October 27, 1904
20 Cool Facts About The New York City Subway When It Was Brand New

109 years ago on October 27, 1904, the New York City

Subway was opened to an enthusiastic public with great

fanfare and accolades.

New Yorker’s were proud of this engineering sensation

and its features were highlighted in newspapers and

magazines around the world.

On the occasion of the opening, the New York Evening

World published a “Subway Souvenir Special” to

commemorate the event. With articles describing many

aspects of the subway, the special issue compiled a list

of 100 facts about the subway. Here are some of the

better ones:

1. In 1894 the people of New York voted to create a tunnel for a subway which was to be owned by the

city. After six years of preliminary work by the Rapid Transit Commission, bids were accepted to build and

operate the subway on November 15, 1899.

2. Only two companies bid for the job. John B. McDonald and the Onderdonk Construction Company.

McDonald’s bid was accepted January 15, 1900.

3. McDonald proposed to construct the tunnels for $35 million with an additional $2,750,000 for station

sites, terminals and other incidentals.

4. The money for the construction was loaned by the city. It was to be paid back with interest in fty years.

5. McDonald organized a construction company with August Belmont as its president. Another company

within this company, the Interborough Rapid Transit Company (IRT) was organized to operate the subway.



          

Union Square June 8, 1901 Subway Construction

6. The IRT had the privilege of operating the system for 50 years, with an option for a 25 year renewal.

When the subway passed into the hands of the people, the equipment was to be purchased by the city at

a valuation to be determined by arbitration.

7. McDonald sublet the construction to thirteen sub-contractors. Ground was broken March 25, 1900 in

front of City Hall.

8. McDonald pledged to have the subway ready in four and a half years. The actual time spent on

construction was only 1275 days.

9. The nal amount spent was just $40 million.

10. There were 120 lives lost during the construction.

11. The average number of men employed per day was

4,661.

12. The greatest number of workers during the

construction in a single day numbered 12,000.

13. Measured by men employed, the number of

working days was 5,943,917.

14. The subway initially was laid out from City Hall to

Kingsbridge, on the West Side line, a total of 13.50 miles.  The East Side line would go from Broadway and

103rd Street to Bronx Park a total of 6.97 miles, making the total system just 20.47 miles long.

15.  There were 48 stations on the entire system, 33 underground, 11 on viaducts, three partly on the

surface and partly underground and one partly on the surface and partly on a viaduct.

16. When the subway initially opened, 28 stations were operational.

17. The starting gait speed of the trains would be twenty- ve miles an hour for express trains and fteen

miles an hour for local trains. The maximum speed of the express trains would be forty- ve miles an hour.

18. In the rush hours, between 7 and 10 a.m. and 4 to 7 p.m., express trains would run four minutes apart

and local trains three minutes apart.

19. 400 subway cars initially served the entire system. 500 cars were ordered but they were not all ready

when the subway opened.

20. McDonald estimated that when the subway was fully functional it could carry 200 million people per

year.



Other Stories You May Be Interested In:

This entry was posted in History, New York and tagged 1900s, Construction, IRT, New York History, New York

World, Subway, Union Square on October 27, 2013 [http://stu nobodycaresabout.com/2013/10/27/when-the-

new-york-city-subway-opened-in-1904/] by Max.

When Rent Cost $10 Per Week

In New York City

The 1904 General Slocum

Disaster Had Survivors That

Lived Into The 21st Century

New York’s Problems And Why

It Forced One Editor To Leave
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The Unique Genius of Hong
Kong's Public Transportation
System
By Neil Padukone

Passengers walk out of MTR railway carriage featuring Disney characters in the Sunny Bay station in Hong Kong. (Paul
Yeung/Reuters)

New Yorkers are famous for complaining about the city's subway: despite an ever-increasing rise in
fares, service never seems to get any better. And even still, ticket-sales still only funds part of the New
York City subway system; the city still relies on supplementary taxes and government grants to keep
trains running, as fares only cover about 45 percent of the day-to-day operating costs. Capital costs
(system expansions, upgrades, and repairs) are an entirely different question, and require more state
and federal grants as well as capital market bonds. And New York’s system is not unique: as in other
cities, New York struggles to pay existing expenses and must go into debt to pay for upgrades, that is,
without raising prices.

Is this problem intractable? Not exactly. Take Hong Kong for example: The Mass Transit Railway
(MTR) Corporation, which manages the subway and bus systems on Hong Kong Island and, since
2006, in the northern part of Kowloon, is considered the gold standard for transit management
worldwide. In 2012, the MTR produced revenue of 36 billion Hong Kong Dollars (about U.S $5 billion)
—turning a profit of $2 billion in the process. Most impressively, the farebox recovery ratio (the
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percentage of operational costs covered by fares) for the system was 185 percent, the world's highest.
Worldwide, these numbers are practically unheard of—the next highest urban ratio, Singapore, is a
mere 125 percent.

In addition to Hong Kong, the MTR Corporation runs individual subway lines in Beijing, Hangzhou,
and Shenzhen in China, two lines in the London Underground, and the entire Melbourne and
Stockholm systems. And in Hong Kong, the trains provide services unseen in many other systems
around the world: stations have public computers, wheelchair and stroller accessibility (and the space
within the train to store them), glass doors blocking the tracks, interoperable touch-and-go fare
payment (which also works as a debit card in local retail), clear and sensible signage, and, on longer-
distance subways, first-class cars for people who are willing to pay extra for a little leg space.

How can Hong Kong afford all of this?  The answer is deceptively simple: “Value Capture.”

Like no other system in the world, the MTR understands the monetary value of urban density—in other
words, what economists call "agglomeration.” Hong Kong is one of the world’s densest cities, and
businesses depend on the metro to ferry customers from one side of the territory to another. As a
result, the MTR strikes a bargain with shop owners: In exchange for transporting customers, the
transit agency receives a cut of the mall’s profit, signs a co-ownership agreement, or accepts a
percentage of property development fees. In many cases, the MTR owns the entire mall itself. The
Hong Kong metro essentially functions as part of a vertically integrated business that, through a "rail
plus property" model,  controls both the means of transit and the places passengers visit upon
departure.  Two of the tallest skyscrapers in Hong Kong are MTR properties, as are many of the offices,
malls, and residences next to every transit station (some of which even have direct underground
connections to the train). Not to mention, all of the retail within subway stations, which themselves
double as large shopping complexes, is leased from MTR. 

The profits from these real estate ventures, as well as that 85 percent farebox surplus, subsidize transit
development: proceeds pay for capital expansion as well as upgrades. The MTR’s financial largesse
means that the transit system requires less maintenance and service interruptions, which in turn
reduces operating costs, streamlines capital investments, and encourages more people to use transit to
get around. And more customers means more money, even if fares are relatively cheap: most
commutes fall between HK $4 and HK$20 (about 50 cents to $3), depending on distance. (In London,
by comparison, a Tube journey can cost as much as $18). Fare increases in Hong Kong are limited by
regulations linking fares to inflation and profits, and the territory’s government recently started giving
a HK $600-per-month travel stipend to low-income households, defined as those earning less than HK
$10,000 a month.

This model of transit management works partly because Hong Kong is a closed system: There are no
suburbs from which people can commute by car, so there are strong incentives for everyone within the
territory to use the system. This feature, combined with other regulations, has kept car ownership low:
6 of every 100 vehicles in Hong Kong are for personal use, whereas the number in the U.S. is closer to
70. And while the NYC subway was built over a century ago and was neglected during much of the 20th
century’s suburban sprawl, Hong Kong’s metro was only developed in the late 1970s. As a result, it
doesn’t have to rely on signals technologies from the 1930s that are only slowly being upgraded (hence
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the track closures in New York).

As an independent corporation with the government serving as majority shareholder (rather than a
public agency, ministry, or authority), the MTR has the freedom to develop real estate, to hire and fire
who it will, and to take business-minded decisions—whereas other transit systems, including the one in
New York, must deal with union contracts and legal restrictions. In Hong Kong, these value charges are
often displaced onto consumers, causing real estate prices to go up a little faster than they otherwise
might.

Still, value capture is a powerful idea for transit management. New York has tested the waters of this
approach with its $2 billion 7-train extension to the Hudson Yards project, working with the state’s
Metropolitan Transportation Authority and the project’s developers to fund the extension with
property taxes from the newly served area. Dedicated taxes, too, serve a similar purpose. But
fundamentally, Hong Kong’s metro succeeds because it understands that a subway system is more than
just a means of transportation—it is also essential to the well-being of a city’s population and economy.

This article available online at:

http://www.theatlantic.com/china/archive/2013/09/the-unique-genius-of-hong-kongs-public-
transportation-system/279528/

Copyright © 2015 by The Atlantic Monthly Group. All Rights Reserved.
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Apartments Near Transit Generate More Tax
Revenue
A study from the Urban Land Institute shows developments near transit generate
almost twice as many tax dollars per dollar spent.

February 9, 2017, 11am PST | Casey Brazeal | @northandclark

Share Tweet

A survey of 10,000 developments found a significant difference in tax revenue between developments
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Apartments Near Transit Generate More Tax Revenue - News | Planetizen

https://www.planetizen.com/node/91129/apartments-near-transit-generate-more-tax-revenue[3/14/2018 11:50:22 AM]

FULL STORY:

near transit and transit further from transit. "In the Washington region, apartments near train stops
and bus routes bring in more tax money for cities and counties than apartments farther away from the
same resources," Susan Balding writes in Greater Greater Washington. "If these apartments had
been farther away from transportation, the study found, they would have generated less revenue—
between $0.77 and $1.35 for every $1 spent," Balding writes.

Those who oppose transit oriented developments often cite the stress additional density would put on
schools. Balding argues that the additional dollars would be more important to the schools than the
savings they might reap from serving a smaller group.

Building apartments near transit brings in more money for cities and counties
Published on Thursday, February 2, 2017 in Greater Greater Washington

Share Tweet
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